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DHCP System in Python Deployed for Big ISP in Korea 
This talk is about the success story of implementing and deploying of “DHCP server & 
management system” in Pyton for the famous ISP in Korea who has over 2 millions of 
subscribers. In the market, there are already powerful DHCP solutions made by big vendors 
like Cisco, Alcatel-Lucent. Implementing something in Python is easy but competing and 
providing something which makes the customer satisfied is not a simple thing. 
 
1. DHCP Overview  
 
 DHCP is a acronym for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. 
 DHCP is the protocol used by almost every PC and mobile device (DHCP clients) to 
get IP address and other crucial configuration informations like DNS servers. 
 DHCP servers everywhere! 
 Small or tiny implementation is running on embedded network devices. 
 ISP-level implementation is running on relative expensive servers for over 100,000 
devices across the whole network. 
 
1.1. Protocol History 
 
 Defined in RFC 1531 in Oct 1993 
 RFC 2131 is the current standard released in 1997 
 The original concept is BOOTP defined in 1985! 
 
1.2. How it works 
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Figure  1 DHCP process 
 
 Just a simple client-server protocol. Client always sends request and server responds. 
 UDP-based protocol (Client port is 68, server port is 67) 
 Client with no IP address broadcasts DISCOVER (Yes! Client does not know 
anything about the servers around it.) 
 Server responds with OFFER which includes IP address and some options(One of the 
important option is the lease time, which says how long it can possess the IP 
address) for it. 
 On receiving OFFER, client sends REQUEST acknowledging the offer. (OK! I will 
use that!) 
 Server confirms with ACK. 
 From now on, client can freely use the given IP address. 
 Every time the half of the lease time passes, client sends another REQUEST, which 
means “I want to extend the lease time”  This REQUEST is called RENEWING 
REQUEST and the previous one is called SELECTING REQUEST to distinguish. 
 Server confirms with ACK. 
 
 
1.3. From the programmer’s view 
 
 After receiving and parsing the packet according to RFC, you can see it as a simple 
dict with keys like: chaddr, yiaddr, and option numbers. 
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pkt, peer = sock.recvfrom(8192) # sock is UDP server socket 
 







‘giaddr’: ’10.1.1.1’,  
53: 1,  




 Server indenties client with some key. It is called as “client-identifier”. Normally, 
“chaddr” (client hardware address) or option 61 is the choice. 
 Server picks the available IP address for the client-identifier. 
 Server’s response can be viewed as dict too. It uses the same format. 
 
# pseudo code 
import DHCP 
 
response = { 
    ‘yiaddr’: ‘192.168.1.3’, 
    51: 3600, 
    6: [‘192.168.1.1’, ‘192.168.1.2’], 
    … 
} 
 





 For example, yiaddr is the IP address chosen for the client. (yi means Your IP) 51 is 
the lease time (in this case, 3600 seconds, that is 1 hour). 6 is the list of DNS servers. 
 Abstraction: Server gets dict from client and sends dict. 
 
1.4. Real world 
 
 You must be generous with other’s fault: There’s a lot of misimplementation of 
clients. This is very simple protocol. But programmers always make errors even 
with this simple protocol! 
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 Fault-tolerant: Very simple service but the effect of fault is critical. Your ISP gets 
thousands of calls from angry people and you get the serious call from your ISP. 
The technique called “DHCP failover” is important. Usually two DHCP servers 
cooperates constantly with different roles. One role is “main”, the other “backup”. 
They should synchronize the lease information they gave to the clients in real-time. 
If the other one has gone and comes back, the two also should synchronize. 
 Bad guys out there!: you must protect against the attack of crazy devices. Innocent 
programmers make errors. Some devices consistently sends DHCP packets 
regardless of the valid response from the server. Often the rate is over 1000 per 
second. To servers, all the packets are valid, so naive implementation of servers 
response to all this packets. This kind of attack is effectively DOS attack. Event two 
or three “innocent” bad devices can eat up all the computing resources of servers: 
CPU and disks! 
 So, implementers of DHCP servers (and other crucial servers) should be experienced 
and collect the real world patterns. Simple fast implementation is not enough. It is 
the battle field. 
 
2. Case Study: Total DHCP system for S* ISP in Korea  
 
 Total number of subscribers is over 2 millions. 
 Each DHCP server will serve for about 60,000 ~ 100,000 subscribers. 
 At the headquarter in Seoul, they should monitor and control DHCP servers across 
the country. (Usually by Web interface) 
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 We provided “Total DHCP system”, not just DHCP servers. It includes all the 
required systems for managing DHCP servers and the related services. 
 The actual deployment includes several kinds of servers for the related services. They 
are omitted. 
 Over 40 pairs (One main and one backup) of DHCP servers are spread all over the 
country. 
 Periodical reports from DHCP servers are sent to two Collectors. (For example, the 
current usage rate of specific scope. If the usage rate of some scope is above some 
limit, it sends WARNING message to Mgmt servers, which will notify the 
administrators to add new IP address now!) 
 Some important events are sent to two Collectors in real time. (For example, if 
DHCP server cannot provide new IP address due to the consumption of all the 
available IP addresses, it send “Hurry up” message! There should be no waste of 
time.) 
 DHCP log of all the activities between clients and servers are sent to the central Log 
servers for investigating and tracing. (The policy department requests for the usage 
log of specific IP address and the identification of the user. This kind of system is 
enforced by law.) 
 In fact, every server is XML-RPC server to each other. The whole system is 
message-based 
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 The actual implementation uses multiple format. The same port supports XML-
RPC, JSON-RPC, and custom Pickle-RPC by investigating the head of request. 
 XML-RPC is the slowest. Pickle-RPC.is the fastest. 
 
 
3. DHCP Server Development Process  
 
 DHCP is a very very simple case of client-server system. 
 The design pattern is simple: producer and consumer. 
 It is straitforward to implement in other language like C/C++ and Java. 
 I implemented it in Python, because I love Python and believe that it is competitive 
and flexible to meet my customer’s needs. 
 But with Python, to overcome the limitation of Python implementation(GIL of 
CPython), I had to think about the design of components to make robust and 
reasonalble fast server. 
 
3.1. GIL, GIL, GIL! 
 
 I love Python. But CPython is all that I know currently. 
 With the simple design suitable for other powerful languages, the performace of 
Python really sucks. 
 The single process of CPython cannot utilize the multiple CPU or cores of CPU. It 
just uses one core. 
 In this case, we cannot compete with super-fast commercial products from Big 
vendors. 
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 The product name is OSK DHCP according to my company name. 
 But code name is SS-DHCP. SS means “Simple & Stupid” 
 So, for the current CPython, using multi-processes is the answer. 
 At first, I split it into two processes named as dhcp-fe (front-end) and dhcp-be (back-
end) 
 dhcp-fe is responsible for: 
 Receive DHCP packet from client 
 Parse packet and make dict from it (abstraction) 
 Send dict to dhcp-be and wait for the response 
 Get response dict from dhcp-be 
 Build packet from response dict and send to the client 
 And as a “good” side-effect, it protects dhcp-be from crazy clients. 
 It counts every packet per client and if it find crazy client (within 1 second), 
drop the requests from the client for some amount of time. 
 Log the request and response into a file 
 dhcp-be is the heart of implementation of DHCP logic: 
 find a new available IP for a new client 
 Manage “lease database” in the form of in-memory dict of dict 
 Lease database is saved into file system at various interval. 
 Cooperate with another dhcp-be in failover mode 
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 Basically, you would guess, every information is dict 
 Two components send dict each other. 
 You know “marshal”? 
 Pickle is on top of it. And marshal is blazingly fast compared to pickle. 
 And two components have “control port” for management process outside to 
send/recv control message (it also dict!) 
 The recent “multiprocessing” module doesn't help in my case. The relationship of 
components is not a simple producer-consumer pattern. 
 
3.3. Async I/O rocks! 
 
 Each process is implemented with Asynchoronous I/O programming techniques. 
 This is amazingly robust. 
 My DHCP server should be running on 24/7 basis. 
 Some of my product implemented with asycore has the uptime record of almost 
3 years! (It is a mini LDAP implementation answering at the speed of about 
1000 packets per second all the year. It stopped becaus of power failure!) 
 I’m a big fan of asyncore! Thank you for your wonderful module, Sam Rushing 
rushing@nightmare.com 
 But the API style is not for everyone. 
 At PyCon 2008 Chicago, I happened to know “libevent” and “pyevent” 
 I liked the simple API. 
 










 In fact one of the reason why I made up my mind to make new DHCP server in 
Python is the beauty of libevent API. Thank you for this beautiful solution, libevent 
& pyevent guys! 
 On my return home, I made basic structure of DHCP implementation with cygwin in 
the airplane. 
 Within a month, the protype is made. 
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 But I was very busy with other work. So the project is suspended in my laptop. 
 On March 2009, I’ve found the business opportunity about this product. So I’ve 
began to talk with my customer and other companies. In the meantime, I’ve restarted 
the work. 
 After 3 months, on June 2009, production level is reached. 
 Deployment started on Sept 2009 and ended on Dec 2009. 
 On Jan 2010, I’ve switched to my old friend “asyncore” in 3 days! (It is possible only 
in Python!) 
 The reasons why I returned to asyncore are like these: 
 A little difficult to trace errors compared to asyncore. 
 Need to always protect against the callback functions. 
 A little tricky to control “write” schedule 
 But I’ve learned a lot from the design of libevent/pyevent anyway. 
 I made asyncExt module to mimic the timeout()/signal() functions of pyevent 
 asyncore itself has no “timeout” mechanism in it. (Of course, I know the big 
package “medusa” on top of asyncore) 
 
 
3.3. Several design changes 
 





 At the 2nd version of OSK DHCP, dhcp-be is splitted into dhcp-be and lookupd. 
 lookupd is specialized for DB lookup to make decision of IP address class. 
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 It lookups key (client MAC address or some defined options) againt 
conventional SQL database or fast LDAP database. 
 




 In the failover mode, each DHCP has role: main or backup. 
 Main and backup DHCP servers are connected and exchange their activity in real 
time. 
 If main has failed, backup will take over the role right now. 
 Complexity has increased but with Python, it was not easy but not that hard. 
 
 
3.4. Future plan 
 
 My journey searching for good async I/O module or platform does not end. 
 On PyCon 2010 Atlanta, I’ve got to know greenlet/eventlet. 
 I really miss Stackless Python of Christian Tismer. 
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 Basic level of IPv6 support is there. But I need to reimplement it in the near future 
with the help of my genious Python programmers. 
 Some part of modules need to be reimplemented as C module. 
 
 
4. Competition  
 
 There are lots of good DHCP implementation from big vendors: 
 Cisco CNR 
 Lucent VitalQIP 
 etc 
 They are blazingly fast. 
 They are implemented in C/C++. 
 The speed is about 1500~3000 packets per second. 
 I admitted my DHCP implemention in Python is very slow. 
 The speed is about 250~700 packets per second. 
 But in the real world, there are many crazy devices waiting to eat up your resources. 
 Their products does not have “protection” mechanism out of box. 
 They support “extending” using Tcl or C/C++ language. 
 And it is possible to protect using 3rd party module anyway. 
 I’ve managed to pass the minimum performance guide-line from the customer. 
 And almost 1 month of BMT, we passed it successfully. 
 The total score was top: 
 Extremely robust (Others too!) 
 No downtime at all even in the case of configuration changes. (Other product 
should be restarted. I know this fact. So I attacked this point.) 
 Easy of use 
 Reasonally fast (Not that fast right now) 
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5. Conclusion  
 
 Love Python. But you should know the weakness of Python in the real world battle 
field. 
 Be smart to win. Python is NOT a Ferrari car at all. But in some situation(like rush 
hours?), you can win with your plain family car. 
 Provide total solutions, not just one component. 
 You know you can implement something really fast. But you must talk with your 
customers as much as possible to convince them of your solutions in the spare time 
you’ve saved with Python. 
 Don’t try to hide the weakness of your solution in Python. They can feel it instinctly 
if you’re trying to hide something. 
 The final “total” score is important. 
 It is not that easy with Python, I must confess. 
 But it’s worth doing the best. 
 
